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INC: WATER FOG COOLING IN PC

Title: Water Fog cooling in PC



Abstract

This invention is to enhance PC performance by adding water fog in the system fan outlet.
 Enhance PC performance by lower heatsink temperature.
 Lowering heatsink temperature can be done by higher airflow speed and lower airflow
temperature.
 Limited spacing and heatsink design and constrain CPU performance.
CPU temperature will impact the boost behavior and duration.
 FAN speed and acoustic noise concern.

 When adding water fog in the system fan outlet. Some water fog will change to gaseous.
Liquid water change to gaseous is an endothermic reaction and will enlarge volume about
thousand times. So, it will lower airflow temperature and enlarge airflow speed. Then the
airflow with most water fog will flow through heatsink. The water fog will stick on heatsink
then change to gaseous. In this process, heatsink temperature will be lower and airflow
speed will be enhanced again.
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Solution comparison
Prior Art and solution

Disclosure Art and solution
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Hydrophilic capillary treatment on the
surface of stack fins of the heatsink.
Water



Advantages

PC performance is highly rely on heatsink temperature. The lower heatsink temperature will
enhance PC performance. To lower heatsink temperature can be done by higher airflow speed and
lower airflow temperature.
This invention is to add water fog in the system fan outlet. Then some water fog will change to
gaseous. Liquid water change to gaseous will enlarge volume about thousand times. It will enlarge
airflow speed. Besides, this is an endothermic reaction, the airflow temperature will also be reduced
in the same time. Then the airflow with most water fog will flow through heatsink. The water fog will
stick on heatsink then change to gaseous. In this process, heatsink temperature will lower and
airflow speed will be enhanced again. Finally, it lower heatsink temperature and enhance PC
performance.


Backup:

specific heat of water is 1 cal/g = 4.184 J/g and heat of vaporization of water is 540 cal/g =
540*4.184 J/g = 2258.3 J/g
1 gram 25 degree C water increase to 50 degree C then change phase to gaseous will increase heat
energy
[(50‐25)*4.184+2258.3]*1gram= 2362.9 J
if want to bring out 100W heat:
100/2362.9=0.0424 gram/sec ‐‐> inject 0.0424 gram/second water fog
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